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Abstract : Collision-induced dissociation (CID) and higher-energy collisional dissociation (HCD) are the widely used fragmenta-
tion technique in mass spectrometry-based proteomics studies. Understanding the fragmentation pattern from the tandem mass
spectra using statistical methods helps to implement efficient spectrum analysis algorithms. The study characterizes the frequency
of occurrence of multi-charged fragment ions and their neutral loss events of doubly and triply charged peptides in the CID and
HCD spectrum. The dependency of the length of the fragment ion on the occurrence of multi-charged fragment ion is characterized
here. Study shows that the singly charged fragment ions are generally dominated in the doubly charged peptide spectrum. However,
as the length of the product ion increases, the frequency of occurrence of charge 2 fragment ions increases. The y- ions have more
tendencies to generate charge 2 fragment ions than b- ions, both in CID and HCD spectrum. The frequency of occurrence of charge
2 fragment ion peaks is prominent upon the dissociation of the triply charged peptides. For triply charged peptides, product ion of
higher length occurred in multiple charge states in CID spectrum. The neutral loss peaks mostly exist in charge 2 states in the triply
charged peptide spectrum. The b-ions peaks are observed in much less frequency than y-ions in HCD spectrum as the length of the
fragment increases. Isotopic peaks are occurred in charge 2 state both in doubly and triply charged peptide’s HCD spectrum.
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Introduction

Tandem mass spectrometry (MS/MS) is the most widely

used technology to characterize the peptides in the

complex sample.1 The proteins are digested into peptides

and analyzed in MS1. The parent peptide ion isolated from

MS1 is dissociated and analyzed in MS2. Different

dissociation technique creates different patterns of

fragmentation spectra. HCD and CID fragment the peptide

at its amide bond along its peptide backbone generates

predominantly N-terminal b-ions and C-terminal y-ions.

The b- & y-type fragment ions can further fragment by

losing small neutral molecules, creates neutral loss b- & y-

ion peaks in the spectrum. The difference in collission

energy in CID and HCD dissociation causes changes in

their fragmentation spectra.

The basic theory of peptide fragmentation was first

explained by Wysocki et al. in their mobile proton

hypothesis.2 The parent ion proton moves along the amide

bond and cleaves its backbone at the most favorable point.

Kapp et al.3 proved that the mobility of charge is hindered

by the basic residues within the peptide. The different

fragmentation pathways are extensively investigated in the

literature. The researchers have studied the fragmentation

patterns using statistical analysis of the large set of data. The

data mining and machine learning approaches were used to

analyze the spectral pattern, which proves the residue-specific

cleavage preferences of CID fragmentation pattern.4–8 The

statistical analysis of neutral loss events also proved the

influence of residues in the fragmentation pattern. Most of

the works are focused on the intensity information from the

mass spectrum. Shao et al.9 characterised the HCD and

CID spectrum and found that the intensity of y- ions

reached a maximum in the 60–70% and 40–50% relative

mass bins of HCD spectra from doubly and triply charged

peptides, respectively. The multi-charged fragment ions were

analyzed based on the relative mass bins. Zubarev et.al9

compared CID cleavage selectivity to ECD (electron capture

dissociation). They found that the yn-2 (n refers to peptide

length) fragment had the highest intensity of all y ions.
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Multi charged peptide dissociates into singly charged

fragment ions, or the entire charge may retain on one

fragment. The fragmentation of the doubly charged peptide

generates singly and doubly charged fragment ions.

Similarly, the fragmentation of triply charged peptides

generates singly, doubly, and triply charged fragment ions.

The x-axis of the tandem mass spectra has the mass/charge

(m/z) value of fragment ion. The m/z of the doubly charged

fragment ion will be nearly half of that of its singly

charged fragment ion. Similarly mass of triply charged

fragment ion will be nearly 1/3 of its singly charged

fragment ion. Hence the generation of multi-charged

fragment ions creates the more complex pattern in the

tandem mass spectrum. For example, the CID spectrum of

the doubly charged peptide ‘DKGEAENEAKPIDVK’ is

shown in the Figure 1. The singly and doubly charged

fragment ion y10 (y10+ & y10++) are appeared at m/z

251.11 & 571.80 respectively in CID spectrum. Not all

fragment ions appeared in both charge states. Hence it is

necessary to characterize the occurrence of multi charged

fragment ions in the tandem mass spectrum for the reliable

interpretation of the spectrum.

In this study, the frequency of occurrence of multi-

charged fragment ions of doubly and triply charged

peptides in HCD & CID spectra is analyzed. The

dependency of the number of residues in the fragment is

characterized here. 

Method

Dataset

The CID spectrum of doubly and triply charged peptides

were downloaded from the NIST human peptide spectral

library (chemdata.nist.gov).10 The spectral library provides

high-quality reference consensus spectrum annotated with

peptide for mass spectrometry-based proteomics studies.

Dataset consists of 87661 and 29153 mass spectra of

doubly & triply charged tryptic peptides, respectively, with

no missed cleavage, and modifications are used for this

study.

The HCD spectra of doubly and triply charged peptides

were downloaded from ProteomeTool project spectral

library.11 It contains high-quality reference spectra of

synthetic peptides of human proteome analyzed on LTQ

Orbitrap fusion. Dataset consists of 188514 and 64087

mass spectra of doubly & triply charged tryptic peptides,

respectively, with no missed cleavage and modifications

are used for this study. 

Methodology for analyzing multi-charged fragment ion

peaks pattern

The relative frequency information was used to

characterize the fragment ions and the neutral loss events

in our previous studies.12,13 Here also, the frequency of

occurrence of fragment ion peaks is estimated to

characterize the multi-charged fragment ion peaks in CID

and HCD spectrum. The frequency statistics are calculated

with respect to the length of the fragment ion or the

position of the cleavage site along the length of the peptide.

The maximum length of peptide considered in this study is

21. Hence the length of the fragment ion can vary from 1-

20. The dataset contains large set of spectra of known

sequences. From the peptide list, the possible number of

times a particular ion b/y ion can be generated upon a

cleavage position along the length of the peptide is

estimated and is denoted as Nt
n. Here ‘t’ denote fragment

ion type b-/y- ion, ‘n’ denotes the number of residues in the

fragment ion. From the CID & HCD spectra, the actual

number of times an ion observed in the spectra is estimated

and denoted as Ct
p,n. The frequency of occurrence of a

fragment ion with respect to the length of the fragment is

calculated using equation1.

(1)

Where, p € { bn+, bn++, yn+, yn++ in case of

doubly charged peptide spectrum

bn+, bn++, bn+++, yn+, yn++, yn+++ 

in case of triply charged peptide spectrum}

Here ‘p’ represents the singly and multi charged b- & y-

ions comprising of the allied peaks of neutral losses and

isotopic peaks. The study focused on the analysis of b- &

y- ion peaks corresponding to the loss of nominal mass

units: b/y- 17 (NH3), 18 (H2O), 34 (NH3+NH3), 35 (NH3+

H2O), 36 (H2O + H2O). 

Results and Discussion

In our previous studies, we characterized the fragment ion

peaks and their neutral loss peaks for the comprehensive

understanding of the fragmentation pattern. The studies

have proved the influence of residue-specific and position-

specific cleavage preferences of CID fragmentation

pattern.12,13 The statistical features extracted were found to be

consistent with the log-transformed intensity of the

experimental spectrum. Hence, the features were efficiently
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Figure 1. CID spectrum of the peptide ‘DKGEAENEAKPIDVK’.
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used to model the CID spectra and to identify the peptide from

the CID spectra.14,15 In this study, the frequency of occurrence

of multi-charged fragment ions on CID and HCD spectra is

characterized and compared. Shao et al. proved that the

percentage of multi-charged fragment ions gradually

increases with an increase in the relative mass of fragment.9

The relative mass is the fragment ion mass divided by the

precursor mass. In the triply charged peptide spectrum, the

multi-charged fragment ions are prominent in the higher

relative mass region. The dependency of the number of

residues in the fragment ion is investigated in this study.

Characterization of multi-charged fragment ions in

doubly charged peptide spectrum

The influence of the length of fragment ions for the

generation of fragment ions in charge 2 states in the doubly

charged peptide spectrum is characterized here. Initially,

the fragment ions- b or y ions encompass all its allied

peaks. The relative frequency of occurrence of charge one

and two fragments of b- & y- ions plotted with respect to

the length of fragment ion in CID and HCD spectrum are

shown in Figure 2(a) and 2(b), respectively. 

Figure 2 shows that the occurrence of singly charged

fragment ion peaks dominated in the doubly charged

peptide’s spectrum. The occurrence of charge 2 fragment

ion peak increases as the length of the fragment ion

increases. The y-ion has more tendencies to be in the y++

state. As the length of the fragment greater than 14, the

frequency of occurrence of y++ ions are higher than the y+

ion. Compared to CID spectrum, HCD spectrum has the

lesser frequency of occurrence of b-ion, and has very less

b++ fragment ions. The frequency of occurrence of y-ions

are higher in HCD spectrum as shown in Figure 2(b).

Hence, it is inferred that, with the increase in length of the

peptide, the frequency of occurrence of doubly charged

fragment ion peaks in the CID & HCD spectrum increases.

The b-ions peaks observed much less frequency than y-ion

in HCD spectrum as the length of the fragment increases.

This is because b-ions are less stable due to higher

collision energy.9

Considering the neutral loss events and isotopic events in

the CID & HCD spectrum of doubly charged peptides, the

percentage of occurrence of charge 2 fragment ion of b-

and y-type ion is shown in color map Figure 3(a) and 3(b),

respectively. The color map emphasis how frequently the

allied peaks of b-ion such as b-, b-isotopic, b-17, b-18, b-

34, b-35, b-36, b-44, b-45, b-46, b+18 and y-ion such as y-, y-

isotopic, y-17, y-18, y-34, y-35, y-36, y-44, y-45, y-46

occurred in charge 2 state as the length of fragment

increases. The loss peak y-35 is not available in CID

spectrum, hence not shown in colormap.

Figure 3 shows that as the length of the fragment

increases, the neutral loss peaks are more frequently

observed in charge 2 states. The loss of multiple neutral

molecules, hence the generation of b-34, b-35, b-36, y-34,

y-35, y-36 peaks more frequently observed in charge 2

state. In the case of y-ion, as the length of the fragment

increases, the loss peaks of y-ions are frequently observed

in charge 2 state. The isotopic peaks of b- & y-ions are

frequently occurred in charge 1 state in CID spectrum,

while in HCD spectrum, isotopic peaks mostly occur in

charge 2 state in the doubly charged peptide’s spectrum.

Characterization of multi-charged fragment ions in tri-

ply charged peptide spectrum

The influence of the length of the fragment for the

generation of fragment ions in the charge 2 & 3 states in

triply charged peptide spectrum is characterized here. The

triply charged peptide undergoing fragmentation can generate

singly, doubly, and triply charged fragment ions. The

frequency of occurrence of b- & y- ions (encompassing its

Figure 2. Charge state of fragment ions versus the length of the

fragment. The relative frequency of occurrence of fragment ions

b+, b++, y+, and y++ along the length of the peptide in CID and

HCD spectrum is shown in Figure 2(a) and 2(b), respectively.

The x-axis represents the length of the fragment ion. Y-axis

represents the relative frequency of occurrence of fragment ion

peaks.
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allied peaks) along the length of the peptide in charge 1, 2 &

3 states in CID and HCD spectrum are plotted in Figure 4(a)

and 4(b) respectively. 

From Figure 4(a) it is clear that, with the increase in the

length of the fragment, the multi-charged fragment ion peaks

are more frequently observed than singly charged fragment

ion. Charge 2 fragment ion peaks are more prominent in the

triply charged peptide spectrum. At higher length, the multiple

charge state fragment ions are produced in the CID spectrum.

In the HCD spectrum (Figure 4(b)), b-ions are observed in

much less frequency as the length of the fragment ions

increases. Singly charged b-ions are more frequently

observed than the charge 2 state. Singly charged y-ions

occurred in higher degree at lower length and y++

fragment ions dominated in the triply charged peptide’s

HCD spectrum as the length of the fragment ion increases.

Considering the neutral loss peaks and isotopic peaks in

the CID & HCD spectrum of triply charged peptides, the

percentage of occurrence of multi charged fragment ion of

b- and y-type ion is plotted in the color map (Figure 5).

Figure 5.i shows the percentage of occurrence of charge 2

b- & y- fragment ions and their allied peaks, respectively.

Figure 5.ii shows the percentage of occurrence of charge 3

b- & y- fragment ions and their allied peaks, respectively.

The key results examined from the Figure 5 are discussed

as follows. The frequency of occurrence of charge 2

fragment ion peaks is prominent upon the dissociation of

triply charged peptides. The multi-charged neutral loss peaks

increases as the length of the fragment ion increases. The

neutral loss peaks of y-ions have more tendency to exist in

Figure 3. Percentage of occurrence of charge 2 state fragment ions among the fragment ion peaks. The x-axis represents the length of the

fragment ion. Y-axis represents the allied peaks of b- & y-ions.

Figure 4. Charge state of fragment ions versus the length of the

fragment. The figure shows the relative frequency of occurrence

of fragment ions b+, b++, b+++, y+, y++, and y+++ along the

length of the peptide. The x-axis represents the length of the

fragment ion. Y-axis represents the relative frequency of

occurrence of fragment ion peaks.
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charge 2 state. The loss of water from y-ion (y-18 & y-36)

has shown different patterns to exist in charge 3 state in CID

spectra. Hence it can be inferred that the charge 3 fragment

ion of y-ion has more tendency to lose water from its ions.

Dissociation of a triply charged peptide is more likely to

generate doubly charged isotopic peaks than the singly and

triply charged isotopic peaks of b- & y- ions. In CID spectra,

doubly charged isotopic peaks prominent in higher length

fragment ion, while in HCD spectra, doubly charged isotopic

peaks are prominent from lower length.

Figure 5. The percentage of occurrence of fragment ion peaks with charge 2 & 3 state. The x-axis represents the length of the fragment

ion. Y-axis represents the allied peaks of b- & y-ions.
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Conclusions

The occurrences of multi-charged fragment ions in the

tandem mass spectrum add more complexity to the

spectrum, hence the reliable interpretation of peptide

sequence from the spectrum. The relative frequency of

occurrence of multi-charged fragment ions in the doubly and

triply charged peptide spectrum is studied here. Study shows

that the singly charged fragment ions are generally dominated

in the doubly charged peptide CID & HCD spectrum.

However, as the length of the product ion increases, the

frequency of occurrence of charge 2 fragment ions increases.

The y- ions have more tendencies to generate charge 2

fragment ions than b- ions. In HCD spectrum, the relative

frequency of occurrence of b-ions are much lesser than y-ion

as the length of the fragment ion increases. The consecutive

loss of ammonia and water from the y-ion occurs mostly

from the doubly charged fragment ion y++. In the doubly

charged peptide spectrum, isotopic peaks are more likely to

occur in the singly charged state in CID spectrum and in

the charge 2 state in HCD spectrum. For triply charged

peptides, product ion of higher length occurred in multiple

charge states. In both CID and HCD spectrum, isotopic

peaks are more likely to occur in charge 2 state upon the

dissociation of a triply charged peptide. Multi-charged

neutral loss peaks gradually increases as the length of the

fragment increases. Neutral loss from y-ions shows a

higher tendency to exist in charge 2 state. In CID spectrum,

the loss of water from y-ion (y-18 & y-36) has shown

different patterns to exist in charge 3 state. Thus charge 3

fragment ion of y-ion has more tendency to lose water

from its ions. The study provides the statistical trends of

occurrence of fragment ion peaks in the mass spectrum,

which helps in reliable interpretation of the peptide from

the CID & HCD spectrum.
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